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13 APRIL TO 3 JUNE

Take a walk down memory lane, as we look back and 
remember our art heritage. This nostalgic weekend features 
exhibitions, childhood games and pop-up stalls, as well as 
the screening of classic movies set in Singapore in the 1960s.

HERITAGE  SATURDAY  MARKET

5 MAY | 10am - 5pm
NAFA Campus 1 Foyer, 80 Bencoolen Street

Outdoor Film Screening

2pm
狮子城 (The Lion City)

(1960, 120 mins, Cantonese with Mandarin and English subtitles)
Directed by Yi Sui

5pm
Mat Bond

(1967, 98 mins, Malay with English subtitles)
Directed by Mat Sentol and M. Amin

7pm 花團錦簇 (Love Parade)
1963, 105 mins, Mandarin with English subtitles)

Directed by Doe Chin

南艺：80年校园生活 
NAFA: Our Campuses, Our Stories
This exhibition highlights the heritage materials in the NAFA 
library, including photographs and graduation catalogues from 
the 1940s onwards.
A curated tour of the exhibition will be scheduled at 10:30am and 
12:30pm. The tour will take about 30 mins. Interested parties can 
register directly at the Library on that day.

Moving Memories 
Come take sel�es in a series of art installations that captures the 
unique characteristics of our culture and heritage.  Each showcase 
features a local artwork in diorama, placed in a mobile container to 
represent NAFA’s nomadic past in Singapore’s history.

MOVIE SYNOPSIS
狮子城 (The Lion City)
A young woman who works in a clothes factory in 
Singapore meets the young master of the factory and they 
fall in love, experiencing the tribulations of a dif�cult 
relationship, amidst a background of societal and political 
change. The �rst Chinese �lm produced by Cathay-Keris, 
the �lm features local talents, themes, and the developing 
city and landscape of Singapore.

Mat Bond
A wacky spoof of the James Bond movies, the titular 
character is an aspiring spy who gets himself embroiled in a 
series of capers involving an experimental elixir that evokes 
invincible powers in the person who consumes it.

花團錦簇 (Love Parade)
Gynaecologist Dr Ye (played by Linda Lin Dai) and fashion 
designer Michael Shi (played by Peter Chen Ho) are forever 
at loggerheads until they fall in love with each other. A 
romantic comedy with a parade of 1960s fashion, pop 
tunes and dance, Love Parade is one of Shaw Brothers' 
most sumptuous Hollywood-style musical extravaganzas. 
The �lm also featured cameo appearances of P Ramlee and 
Saloma, stars of Shaw Brothers' Malay Film Productions.

Share your photos taken at the event on your 
social media plaforms with #NAFAArtsFestival


